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Project Overview:

Claim:
- USC has strong connections among students and alumni (“The Trojan Family”).

Current Situation:
- The “Trojan Family” connection is not sufficiently manifested in the student community.

Goals:
- Increase camaraderie between Trojans
- One-stop shop to answer any USC related queries
- Increase communications between students across schools
Core capabilities

- Q&A Forum
- WAT Point System
- Event system
- Notification system
- Leaderboard
- Admin system
- Profile
Framework, Language & Tools

- PHP, HTML/CSS, JavaScript
- Bootstrap and jQuery
- Laravel Framework
- MySQL
- Elasticsearch
- Real-time Notification: Node.js, Redis, Socket.io
- FullCalendar
- fullPage.js
- Datepicker (CSS, JS) (by eonasdan)
- Cropper (CSS, JS) (by fengyuanchen)
Project Demo

http://54.191.127.15/
Lessons Learned

- Importance of Planning
- Importance of Prototyping
- Importance of Stakeholder
- Software Testing
We are ready for your questions..
References

- http://eonasdan.github.io/bootstrap-datetimepicker/
- http://fengyuanchen.github.io/cropper/
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Hot Threads

Is Snape in love with Lily, or is he just obsessed with me?
Kamonphop Srisopha • about a month ago

I know it is described as love in the books, but is it really? He's always so caring to me. This may be because I have had experience of being obsessed with me
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Hello world!!!!!
Punyawee Pakdlying • 16 minutes ago
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Does Google hire people with a Ph.D in humanities?
Punyawee Pakdlying • about a month ago

I would like to know whether Google hire people with a Ph.D advance,
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Does Google hire people with a Ph.D in humanities?

Punyawee Pakdiying • about a month ago

I would like to know whether Google hire people with a Ph.D in humanities or not. Thank you in advance,

Eirik Skogstad

Google or everybody else care whether you will able to do the job ?, at end Google divided in various team, each team comprises with N people (e.g, 10), and each with a hiring manager. Hiring manager responsible to hire the right person for the job. He doesn’t care whether you are Ph.D in humanities or what ? he care what profile/resume you presented based on the advertised job requirements.

See their job profile available at the Google Jobs See how you are the best fit into Apply their with best of your Computer science fundamentals and past projects Reach out to the recruiter, find some friends in google e.g. see LinkedIn

Li Min
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sleep

- He can shoot himself to make him sleep for so so long
- Do astronauts really go into "long sleep" as shown in the movie Interstellar?
- Really?! Pittaway, there is no Long Sleep now?!! I thought that was the coolest thing ever!!!
- No, we don't do "Long Sleep" now... it's not a real thing. Suspended Animation is a very common Sci
- No..Unless they are doing inter dimension travel...!!Jokes aside...the long sleep method shown
- ), putting them into a hibernation like sleep called torpor. This state would dramatically lower
He can shoot himself to make him sleep for so long

Really?! Pittaway, there is no Long Sleep now?! I thought that was the coolest thing ever!!!

No, we don’t do “Long Sleep” now... it’s not a real thing. Suspended Animation is a very common Sci-Fi trope, featured in MANY movies and books: 2001, Star Wars (Carbonite), Aliens, Prometheus, Heinlein, Star Trek, Futurama .... etc. etc. The earliest reference goes back to the earliest Science Fiction ... from 1879:

No. Unless they are doing inter dimension travel...! Jokes aside... the long sleep method shown in interstellar is still not feasible although NASA is researching the possibility for Mars and deep space travel

No. Putting astronauts into hibernation is a theoretical solution for reducing consumables for extremely long missions to extremely distant places. We are not at the point where we are ready for such missions, so there has been no need for such a thing. The technology being investigated is called therapeutic hypothermia. The astronaut’s body temperature would be lowered to about 90°F (32°C), putting them into a hibernation like sleep called torpor. This state would dramatically lower the metabolism, reducing caloric intake needs and slowing muscle atrophy. The film showed full body immersion in fluid. Current studies utilize either application of gel packs or insertion of